MOUSEOVER Plugin initially displays the pop-up content when used with full HTML WYSIWYG editor
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MOUSEOVER Plugin initially displays the pop-up content when used with full HTML WYSIWYG editor
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Description
This is still an issue at r46589 - there is a worked example at my test site at www.opendev.enmoreservices.com/test+MOUSEOVER+plugin+wysiwyg+editor

(access given on request)

when this page is first shown or the page refreshed then (using Firebug) you can see that the span tag containing the pop-up content is:

<span id="mo1" class="mouseoverclass" style="width: 300px; height: 100px; background-color: rgb(255, 255, 240); padding: 5px; cursor: pointer;">
which means it is displayed in line with the link text

once you mouseover and show the pop-up and then close the pop-up the span reverts to what it ought to be ie display: none is added to the style element as below

```html
<span id="mo1" class="mouseoverclass" style="width: 300px; height: 100px; background-color: rgb(255, 255, 240); padding: 5px; cursor: pointer; position: absolute; left: 437px; top: 551px; display: none;">

If the plugin is used with the standard wiki editor it works fine - not tested with the wysiwyg wiki editor option

Solution
r47111?

retested in trunk at r47137 - so assumed all OK in 11.x branch as this fix was merged to trunk from 11.x - thanks jonny
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Seems bad in wiki pages too (not even wysiwyg)
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